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First a thank you for the opportunity to serve.  Today we are in the middle of 

times none of us have ever seen before.  The importance of us moving forward as 

a group for the greater good is more than important.  We are just off a very good 

election campaign, the need for us to use that momentum is more important than 

ever.  We live in a world of misinformation and I think it is our job to combat 

that.  I want us to be just as vocal and active in-between elections as we are 

during elections and my vision of the party that I grew up around regain its place 

in our county. 

I know that many of you may not know who I am so let me help.  I started out 

with the Clallam County Democrats in the late 1970’s when I met a man named 

Dick Fisch who brought me in and, as they say, showed me the ropes.  I was lucky 

enough to work with Dick in Olympia in the 1980s.  Along the way I worked with 

Clallam County legends like Paul Conner and Mike Doherty.  To this day I still 

follow the Mike Doherty rules on signs.  I have chaired events like the fair booth 

and our yearly dinner.  I worked as campaign manager for two races against the 

evil Jim Buck.  I have worked on election campaigns for Democrats every election 

running sign programs and doorbelling campaigns.  I’m ready to get to work again 

finding candidates for all elections at every level and keep our voice in the public 

view because we are right. 

              My personal history is unique. My father, born in 1908, worked as a union 

leader in Oakland CA.  His father died mysteriously in a railway accident during 

labor unrest.  My father preached to me that all Republicans want is to repeal the 

New Deal. I think today that is what we are facing.  But his work in Oakland with 

state leaders and union bosses is where I learned my political foundation.  I was 

exposed very early to the world of politics. I think those lessons make me a choice 

you will be proud of.  Thank you for your consideration.    

 


